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4     NEW PRODUCTS
A .   ONYX™ PREMIUM LUGGAGE COLLECTION 

TOURING BAG
The Onyx™ Collection Touring Bag is perfect for long haul 
trips. This bag features a separate top compartment 
to keep your shoes separate from your clothes, a main 
compartment that can store enough jeans and t-shirts for 
a two week trip and the main compartment lid features 
removable lid straps that keep the top compartment 
from falling forward or back when loading the main 
compartment. The large front pocket holds keys, pens, 
documents and small electronics. The two outer pockets 
at the top of the bag are perfect for eyewear storage, 
while the two large lower exterior pockets are perfect 
for storing rain gear.

Installation requires a sissy bar upright and backrest 
pad.  Luggage rack required if not mounting on 
passenger pillion.  Does not fit XR1200, XR1200X, 
FXDRS, and XG models.

 93300103  $279 .95 

B .   ONYX PREMIUM LUGGAGE COLLECTION 
WEEKENDER BAG
The Onyx Collection Weekender Bag is ideal for around 
town use or a weekend getaway. This backpack-style 
bag has a cavernous main compartment that is large 
enough for a pair of boots, a change of clothes, an extra 
jacket or sweatshirt and extra gloves and hats. It features 
a padded laptop compartment and two additional 
padded pockets for small electronics. The outside has 
two pockets, one is felt lined for eyewear storage, and 
the other is a drawbridge-style front compartment for 
storing pens and documents. The four additional side 
pockets that are great for storing phone chargers, keys 
and other small items. The stowable backpack straps 
and raised back padding make carrying the bag to and 
from your bike a comfortable proposition.

Installation requires a sissy bar upright and backrest 
pad.  Luggage rack required if not mounting on 
passenger pillion.  Does not fit XR1200, XR1200X, 
FXDRS, and XG models.

 93300105  $239 .95LOCKING QUICK-RELEASE  
MOUNTING STRAPS
Convenient straps simplify installation and 
removal and provide a secure no-shift fit.

UV-RESISTANT FINISH
Solution-dyed during fabric production for 
long-life UV-resistance even when exposed to 
the sun’s harshest rays.

DURABLE BALLISTIC NYLON
1680 denier ballistic polyester material 
maintains its sturdy shape and protects your 
belongings for the long haul.

REFLECTIVE TRIM
Reflective trim adds an extra touch of  
visibility to other motorists.

ORANGE INTERIOR
Orange interior fabric makes it easy to 
see bag contents in almost any light.

OVERSIZE HANDLES
Soft-touch ergonomic handle is shaped 
for effortless transport to and from  
the bike.

GLOVE-FRIENDLY ZIPPER PULLS
Ergonomically contoured rubberized 
zipper pulls are large and glove-friendly 
for on-the-go bag access.

INTEGRATED RAIN COVER
Features elastic bungee cord with a  
barrel lock tensioner to keep cover  
securely fastened over the luggage.  
Cover features a refl ective Bar & Shield  
logo for enhanced visibility.

2-YEAR
HARLEY-DAVIDSON
WARRANTY

®

 ONYX™ PREMIUM LUGGAGE COLLECTION
Designed by riders for riders, the Onyx™ Premium Luggage Collection is constructed from heavyweight, UV-stable ballistic 
nylon that will protect your belongings from the elements while maintaining their shape and color so they look as good off the 
bike as on.

SECURE MOLLE MOUNTING SYSTEM
The versatile MOLLE (Modular Lightweight 
Load-Carrying Equipment) mounting system allows 
for modular pouch attachment. Slip-resistant bot-
tom keeps the bag in place on your bike.

NEW PRODUCTS   5
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CA .  ONYX™ PREMIUM LUGGAGE COLLECTION 
TOUR-PAK® RACK BAG
The Tour-Pak® Rack Bag is designed to fit atop most 
Tour-Pak Luggage Racks, providing the additional storage 
you need for long trips. The main compartment features 
three mesh pockets for easy organization while also 
providing enough space to stow clothes for a short trip. 
Outside the bag, the top zip pocket is fleece lined for 
protective eyewear storage while the front, back and 
side pockets are great for storing gloves and organizing 
keys, cords and your phone charger.  Dual side-carry 
handles, a rubber top carry handle and a detachable 
shoulder strap make off-bike transport easy. Rigid 
construction insures the bag keeps its shape, even when 
empty. Dimensions: 24" W x 14" D x 10.4" T. Capacity: 
2,600 cubic inches.

Fits models equipped with Tour-Pak Luggage Racks 
(except FLRT and FLHXXX or Mini Rack  
P/N 53100-96).

 93300123  $239 .95 

B .   ONYX PREMIUM LUGGAGE COLLECTION 
COLLAPSIBLE TOUR-PAK RACK BAG
This Collapsible Rack Bag is similar to our other 
premium Tour-Pak Rack Bags, with the added benefit 
that it can be folded down to a fraction of its expanded 
size and placed in a saddlebag when not in use. Take 
it with you on your trip and bring home all the T-shirts 
and extra things you may buy at a rally or on a long 
trip. The Collapsible Tour-Pak Rack Bag comes with 
a removable shoulder strap for easy transport from 
the bike to your hotel. Dimensions: 20" W x 14" D x 
9" T. Capacity: 2,600 cubic inches, 3,300 cubic inch 
expanded capacity. 

Fits models equipped with Tour-Pak Luggage Racks 
(except FLRT and FLHXXX or Mini Rack  
P/N 53100-96).

 93300124  $129 .95 

6    NEW PRODUCTS
C .  ONYX™ PREMIUM LUGGAGE COLLECTION 

DAY BAG
This compact Day Bag is perfect for your daily work 
commute or a short day trip.  The main compartment 
is great for storing a sweatshirt, a pair of shoes, a 
rainsuit or gloves or caps.  Interior mesh zip pocket 
holds keys or small electronics.  The rigid structure of 
the bag insures it keeps its shape, even when empty 
and, the detachable, padded shoulder strap makes the 
bag easy to carry. Dimensions: 16.75" W x 9" D x 9" T. 
Capacity: 1,000 cubic inches.

Fits models equipped with Luggage Racks, with or 
without a Sissy Bar Upright, and Tour-Pak® Luggage 
Racks (except Mini Rack P/N 53100-95).  Installation 
requires a sissy bar upright if mounting luggage on 
passenger pillion.

 93300104  $129 .95 

D .  ONYX PREMIUM LUGGAGE COLLECTION 
TAIL BAG
Great for daily commutes or for extra storage any time, 
this Tail Bag provides the space you need. The main 
compartment is large enough to store a half helmet, rain 
gear or extra layers, while zipped side pockets are large 
enough to hold gloves or small electronic devices. The 
Tail Bag mounts to a passenger pillion and has locking, 
quick-release clasps for easy on and off the bike.  The 
sturdy top handle and detachable shoulder strap make 
it easy to carry the bag to and from your motorcycle. 
Dimensions: 17.5" W x 12" D x 10.4" T. Capacity: 970 
cubic inches.

Fits passenger pillions on most models.  Does not fit 
Touring, Trike or Street models. Fits ’18-later FLHC, 
FLHCS and FXDRS models.  FXDRS models require 
separate purchase of Bungee Bars P/N 50300233.

 93300106  $129 .95 

E .  ONYX PREMIUM LUGGAGE COLLECTION 
RIDER BACKREST PAD
This optional Rider Backrest Pad has an expandable 
design, featuring two-piece foam, allowing you to adjust 
it for just the right amount of support. Easy to use, this 
Pad clips on to the D-rings on certain Premium Luggage.

For use with Premium Luggage Collection Touring 
and Weekender Bags.

 93300125  $39 .95

NEW PRODUCTS   7
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8     NEW PRODUCTS
 OVERWATCH BAGS

These tactical-style bags are great for everyday use 
on or off the bike. Constructed from 1680 denier, UV-
stable, PVC-backed, water-resistant nylon featuring 
water-resistant zippers, these bags stand up to the 
toughest of weather. Hi-vis orange interiors make the 
bags’ contents visible even in low light.  All Overwatch 
Bags feature either quick-release locking buckles or 
hook and loop fasteners for easy attachment to and 
removal from your bike.

A .   OVERWATCH DRY BAG
Keep the elements at bay with the Overwatch Dry Bag. 
This water-resistant bag has a large main compartment 
that features a roll top design with quick-release buckle 
closures and abrasion-resistant non-slip material on 
the bottom. Two outer zip pockets are great for storing 
smaller items. MOLLE-style attachment system on the 
bag’s top make it easy to attach small pouches to this 
bag and the convenient centered handle make for easy 
transport to and from your bike. Dimensions: 11.5" D x 
19"T. Capacity: 2,000 cubic inches.

Installation requires a sissy bar upright and backrest 
pad. Luggage rack required if not mounting on 
passenger pillion. Does not fit XG luggage racks Does 
not fit with ’18-later short Softail® passenger uprights.

 93300119  $149 .95 

B .   OVERWATCH LARGE SISSY BAR BAG
This Sissy Bar Bag features a cavernous main compartment 
large enough to accommodate enough clothes for a long 
weekend trip, and it features a hook-and-loop closure 
that rolls and clips to keep water out. Sunglasses and 
other small items fit conveniently in the small front 
pocket while the drawbridge-style outer pocket features 
two removable tool pouches (tools not included), 
which can also be used to organize cords and keys. 
An elasticized side pouch fits a large water bottle. 
Back and side handles make for easy transport 
once the bag is detached from the bike. Dimensions:  
14" W x 7" D x 20" T. Capacity: 2,000 cubic inches.

Installation requires a sissy bar upright and backrest 
pad. Luggage rack required if not mounting on 
passenger pillion. Does not fit XG luggage racks. Does 
not fit with ’18-later short Softail passenger upright.

 93300120  $229 .95 

C .   OVERWATCH LARGE HANDLEBAR BAG
The roomy Overwatch Large Handlebar Bag is the ultimate 
in style and practicality.  This bag features a removable 
top compartment with a clear plastic touchscreen 
pouch that is perfect for holding your phone or GPS. 
The top pouch also has a zippered compartment that is 
perfect for storing your wallet and keys. The larger main 
compartment features one zip and one mesh pocket 
for organization. Adjustable quick-release buckles and 
hook-and-loop straps make for easy attachment. Six 
multi-fit hook-and-loop mounting straps are included. 
Dimensions: 4.5" W x 9.5" D x 7" T. Luggage capacity: 
250 cubic inches.

Fits Original Equipment and Accessory risers that are 
2" or taller. Does not fit XL models if equipped with 
triple clamp-integrated risers and 4" diameter riser-
mounted speedometers.

 93300122  $129 .95
 

D .   OVERWATCH SMALL HANDLEBAR BAG
The Overwatch Small Handlebar Bag is perfect for 
packing essential items. This bag features one main 
interior pocket that is the perfect place to put your 
phone, wallet and keys while riding your motorcycle.  
Quick-release locking buckles and hook-and-loop 
straps allow for versatile bag attachment. Six hook-
and-loop mounting straps are included. Dimensions:  
6" W x 8" D x 2.5" T. Luggage capacity: 100 cubic inches.

Fits Original Equipment and Accessory risers that are 
2" or taller. Does not fit XL models if equipped with 
triple clamp-integrated risers and 4" diameter riser-
mounted speedometers.

 93300121  $89 .95
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10     NEW PRODUCTS
A .   WAXED CANVAS MESSENGER BAG

This durable and stylish messenger-style bag straps 
securely to any model equipped with a sissy bar upright 
– or just sling it over your shoulder and hit the road. 
The thick, solution-dyed, waxed canvas construction 
and the heavy-gauge leather on the bottom give it a 
unique look and character. It features an interior padded 
laptop sleeve to securely stow your laptop computer 
(up to 15"). The roll-top design has simple, easy-to-use 
buckles for secure closure. A water-resistant, high-
contrast orange liner makes it easy to find things inside, 
while the comfortable, messenger-style shoulder strap 
and stabilizer strap provide long-lasting comfort and 
style. Messenger bag includes mounting straps with 
quick-release buckles.  

Installation requires a sissy bar upright, backrest pad. 
Luggage rack required if not mounting on passenger 
pillion. Does not fit XG luggage racks. Does not fit 
with ’18-later short Softail passenger uprights. 

 93300116  $159 .95 

B .   WAXED CANVAS BACKPACK
This durable and practical backpack mounts securely 
to any model equipped with a sissy bar upright – or 
just throw it on your back and mount up. The thick, 
solution-dyed, waxed canvas construction and the heavy-
gauge leather on the bottom give it a unique look and 
character. It features an interior padded laptop sleeve 
to securely stow your laptop computer (up to 15"). 
The roll-top design has simple, easy-to-use buckles for 
secure closure. A water-resistant, high-contrast orange 
liner makes it easy to find things inside, while the wide, 
comfortable backpack straps (with sternum strap) 
provide all-day comfort. Backpack includes mounting 
straps with quick-release buckles. 

Installation requires a sissy bar upright, backrest pad. 
Luggage rack required if not mounting on passenger 
pillion. Does not fit XG luggage racks. Does not fit 
with ’18-later short Softail passenger uprights.

 93300117  $179 .95 

LIVEWIRE ™
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12     NEW PRODUCTS
D . LIVEWIRE™ SPEED SCREEN BLADE – 

CARBON FIBER
The LiveWire™ Speed Screen Blade in carbon fiber enhances 
the powerful, agile appearance of the motorcycle and is 
designed to carry the carbon fiber look throughout the 
vehicle. The blade seamlessly attaches to the Original 
Equipment speed screen for a stylized, custom look.

 57400400  $179 .95
Fits ’20-later LiveWire models.

E .  LIVEWIRE TANK TRIM – CARBON FIBER
Formed to hug the contour of the tank and visually 
accent the center, this premium carbon fiber tank trim 
was crafted to complement the look of the LiveWire and 
add a unique and finished look to an already unique 
motorcycle.

 61301076  $179 .95
Fits ’20-later LiveWire models.

F . LIVEWIRE CHARGE DOOR – BLACK WITH 
SATIN CHROME
Harley-Davidson has a long history of customization, and 
nothing changes with the introduction of the LiveWire 
electric motorcycle. This premium charge door cover, 
with black textured center fill, brushed aluminum and 
centered, spun aluminum Bar & Shield logo, adds a 
unique and finished look to the top of the LiveWire tank.

 61301084  $199 .95 
Fits ’20-later LiveWire models.

A .  LIVEWIRE™ LOW-PROFILE SEAT
Add a premium look and feel to your LiveWire™ model 
with this Low-Profile Seat. This premium seat is designed 
and engineered to complement the premium fit and 
finishes of the LiveWire model while still allowing for 
a two-up riding configuration. The Low-Profile Seat is 
approximately 1" lower than the Original Equipment 
seat, allowing for a slammed style and a closer reach 
to the ground. 

 52000427  $399 .95 
Fits ’20-later LiveWire models. Seat width 10"; 
passenger pillion width 8".

B .  LIVEWIRE TAIL SECTION COWL – CARBON 
FIBER
Designed specifically for LiveWire models, this premium 
carbon fiber Tail Section Cowl makes it easy to give the 
back of your LiveWire a unique performance look. The 
snap-on design features spring-loaded tabs that make 
installation simple and reversible so your bike can be 
returned to two-up configuration in minutes.

 61301070  $249 .95 
Fits ’20-later LiveWire models equipped with Original 
Equipment two-up seat or Low-Profile Seat P/N 
52000427.

C . LIVEWIRE REAR BRAKE MASTER 
CYLINDER COVER – CARBON FIBER
Harley-Davidson has a long history of customization, and 
nothing changes with the introduction of the LiveWire 
electric motorcycle. This premium carbon fiber rear 
brake master cylinder cover, crafted by H-D stylists 
specifically to complement the look of the LiveWire, 
adds a unique and finished look to an already unique 
motorcycle. 

 61301075  $89 .95
Fits ’20-later LiveWire models.
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A .  LIVEWIRE™ TRANSMISSION ACCENT 
COVERS
Styled in rich gloss black with highlighted accents or 
matte-finished carbon fiber, these accent covers add a 
unique and finished look to your LiveWire™ model. Kit 
includes Large and Small Transmission Accent Covers 
and a Left Side Swingarm Pivot Bolt Cover.

Fits ’20-later LiveWire models.

 61301071 Carbon Fiber . $379 .95 
 61301078 Black with Highlights . $299 .95 

B .  LIVEWIRE™ AXLE NUT COVERS – BLACK 
WITH MACHINED HIGHLIGHTS
Add a premium finishing touch with these striking Axle 
Nut Covers. Black in the center with crisp, billet-style 
machined highlights around the edge, they’re a simple, 
easy-to-install way to score some extra style points for 
your LiveWire™ motorcycle.

 43000188 Front . $74 .95
Fits ’20-later LiveWire models.

 43000189 Rear . $74 .95
Fits ’20-later LiveWire models.

C .  LIVEWIRE FRAME PROTECTORS
Made of a durable, impact-absorbing elastomer, the 
LiveWire Frame Protectors absorb the shock from 
potential stationary motorcycle tip-overs. These Frame 
Protectors blend into the high-performance styling of 
the motorcycle for inconspicuous frame protection.

 49000168  $129 .95 
Fits ’20-later LiveWire models.

B
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A .  LIVEWIRE™ STORAGE COVER
Custom fit for LiveWire™ models, this all-weather, 
indoor/outdoor cover has an asymmetrical design 
that fits perfectly when the motorcycle is leaned on 
its side stand with the handlebars turned. Constructed 
of heavy-duty 300 denier, fade- and water-resistant 
polyester fabric, this cover features taped seams for 
added water-resistance. Weather shielded vents promote 
air circulation and minimize corrosion during long- and 
short- term storage, and the elastic belly band fits snugly 
around the motorcycle to keep the cover from billowing 
in heavy wind. Convenient built-in charge door access 
opening enables motorcycle charging with the cover on. 
The cover also features a wheel lock access opening 
and an internal pocket to hold an optional Cover Alarm 
(sold separately). Harley-Davidson reflective script 
insure your bike is seen at night and in dark parking lots.

 93100044  $174 .95 
Fits ’20-later LiveWire models.

B . VOLTAIC™ HAND GRIPS
These sleek, premium hand grips feature high-quality 
rubber and metal construction to provide excellent 
grip for comfortable, confident riding. Designed to 
complement the lines of your motorcycle, the Voltaic™ 

Grips enhance the overall style of your bike with a look 
that’s light, fast and agile.

 56100330  $159 .95
Fits ’20-later LiveWire™  models (except Europe, 
India, China, and Vietnam markets), ’16-’17 FXDLS 
and ’16-later Softail® models, ’11-’12 FLSTSE, ’14-’15 
FLSTNSE, ’13-’14 FXSBSE, ’16-’17 FXSE and ’08-later 
Touring (except ’18-later FLTRXSE) and Trike models.

C . VOLTAIC FOOTPEGS
Sleek and streamlined with an aggressive wedge shape, 
the Voltaic Footpegs are designed to complement the 
lines of your motorcycle. These gloss black- and chrome-
accented footpegs feature lightweight and durable 
aluminum construction while the solid rubber tread 
helps keep your feet firmly in place, so you’re always 
ready to hit the throttle and work your way through 
tight urban riding environments.

 50501197 Rider . $159 .95 
Fits rider position on ’20-later LiveWire, ’18-later 
FXFB, FXFBS, and ’19-later FXDRS and FXLRS 
models.

 50501510 Passenger . $159 .95 
Fits passenger position on ’20-later LiveWire and 
’18-later Softail models.

16     NEW PRODUCTS

CHARGE DOOR OPENING INTEGRATED STORAGE POUCH
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20   NEW PRODUCTS
 RIDE FREE™ COLLECTION

This collection celebrates our liberty to enjoy the freedom 
of the open road, and calls us all to explore, discover 
and unite with our love of motorcycling. Inspired by  
Willie G Davidson’s famous phrase, this collection 
continues in that tradition.

A .   RIDE FREE ENGINE TRIM
The Ride Free™ Engine Trim Collection is drenched in 
wrinkle black and accented by brilliant chrome for a 
modern twist on classic style.

 1 . 25701057 Derby Cover . $79 .95
Fits ’16-later Touring and Trike and ’15-later FLHTCUL 
and FLHTKL models. Also fits ’07-later Touring and 
Trike models equipped with Narrow-Profile Outer 
Primary Cover P/N 25700385 or 25700438.

 2 . 25701063 Derby Cover . $79 .95
Fits ’18-later FLSB and ’19-later Softail® models. Also 
fits ’18 Softail models equipped with Narrow Profile 
Primary Cover P/Ns 25701077, 25700913, 25700937, 
25700941, 25701039, 25701040 and 25701043. 

 3 . 25701059 Derby Cover . $79 .95
Fits ’99-’00 Evolution® 1340, ’99-’17 Dyna®, ’99-’18 
Softail (except FLSB) and ’99-’15 Touring and Trike 
models (except FLHTCUL, FLHTKL or ’07-’15 Touring 
or Trike models with Narrow-Profile Outer Primary 
Cover P/N 25700385 or 25700438).

 4 . 25701061 Derby Cover . $79 .95
Fits ’04-later XL and XR models.

 5 . 25600138 Timer Cover . $37 .95
Fits ’17-later Milwaukee-Eight® engine-equipped 
models.

 6 . 25600140 Timer Cover . $34 .95
Fits ’04-later XL and XR models.

 7 . 61301025 Air Cleaner Trim . $59 .95
Fits ’17-later Touring and Trike models with Original 
Equipment wedge shaped air cleaner cover. Does not 
fit CVO™  models.

 8 . 61301027 Air Cleaner Trim . $59 .95
Fits Evolution® 1340 models, ’99-’08 Dyna, ’00-’15 
Softail (except FLS, FLSS, FLSTSB, and FXS) and 
’99-’13 Touring and Trike models equipped with oval-
shaped Original Equipment air cleaner cover. Also 
fits models equipped with Screamin’ Eagle® Round 
High-Flow Air Cleaner Kits with separate purchase 
of Rain Sock Kit P/N 28728-10 or Air Cleaner Trim 
Installation Kit P/N 12400158.

B .   RIDE FREE™ COLLECTION HAND GRIPS
These 1.5" diameter grips are easy to install and 
incorporate a glueless design that allows you to remove 
the grips for service without damage. Grips feature 
stitched seams and an embossed Ride Free script.

 56100379  $109 .95 
Fits ’02-’17 VRSC™, ’96-later XL, ’08-’13 XR, ’96-
’17 Dyna® (except FXDLS), ’95-’15 Softail® (except 
FLSTNSE, FLSTSE and FXSBSE and ’11-’12 FLSTSE) 
’96-07 Touring models.

 56100378  $109 .95 
Fits ’16-’17 Dyna FXDLS and ’16-later Softail models, 
’11-’12 FLSTSE, ’14-’15 FLSTNSE,’13-’14 FXSBSE, 
’16-’17 FXSE and ’08-later Touring (except ’18-later 
FLTRXSE) and Trike models.

C .  RIDE FREE COLLECTION FOOTBOARD
 INSERTS

These Footboard Inserts feature a stylish and practical 
rubber and chrome design with an embossed Ride Free 
script and classic Harley-Davidson branding. 

 Rider

 1 . 50501396 Traditional Style . $109 .95 
Fits models with traditional-style rider footboards. 
Does not fit ’18-later Softail models.

 2 . 50501398 Classic Style . $109 .95 
Fits ’18-later FL Softail models equipped with classic 
style rider footboards.

 3 . 50501400 Contemporary Style . $109 .95 
Fits ’18-later FL Softail models equipped with 
contemporary style rider footboards.

 4 . 50501401 Swept Wing Style . $109 .95 
Fits ’12-’16 FLD and ’86-’17 Softail, ’86-later Touring 
and Trike models equipped with Swept Wing-style 
rider footboards.

 Passenger

 5 . 50501397 Traditional Style . $99 .95
Fits models equipped with traditional-style     
passenger footboards.

 6 . 50501399 Classic Style . $99 .95
 Fits models with classic style passenger footboards. 

 7 . 50501402 Contemporary Style .  $99 .95
 Fits models with contemporary style passenger   
 footboards.

 8 . 50501403 Swept Wing Style . $99 .95
Fits ’06-’17 Dyna, ’00-later Softail (except FXDRS) 
and ’86-later Touring models equipped with Swept 
Wing-shaped passenger footboards. Does not fit 
Trike models. If installed on models equipped with 
Passenger Footboard Support Kit P/N 50399-07A, 
footboards will not remain in flipped up position.
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A .  RIDE FREE™ COLLECTION FUEL TANK 
CONSOLE DOOR
 This collection celebrates the freedom of the open road, 
and calls us all to explore, discover and unite with our love 
of motorcycling. Inspired by Willie G Davidson’s famous 
phrase, this fuel door cover is drenched in wrinkle black 
and accented by brilliant chrome for a modern twist on 
classic style. Easy install in 30 minutes or less with no 
special tools needed. Reuses the Original Equipment 
mounting hardware and lock.

 70900843  $44 .95
Fits ’08-later Electra Glide®, Street Glide®, Ultra 
Limited™, Road Glide® and Tri Glide® models with 
center fill tank.

B .  RIDE FREE COLLECTION FUEL CAP 
MEDALLION
The Ride Free Fuel Cap Medallion makes it simple to add 
a custom touch to your ride. Celebrating the freedom of 
the open road, this easy-to-apply medallion is drenched 
in wrinkle black and accented by brilliant chrome for a 
modern twist on classic style.

 14101220  $27 .95
Fits ’83-later models (except VRSC, XG, XL1200V, 
FXD, FXDX, FXR with plastic fuel cap, FLSTNSE, FXS, 
FXSB, FXSBSE, FXST-Aus, ’18-later FXBB, FXDRS, 
FXFB, FXFBS, Electra Glide®, Road Glide®, Tour Glide, 
Tri Glide, ’15-later XL883N, ’04-’10 XL1200L and 
XL1200C, ’08-later XR, ’05-’06 FXDC and all fuel 
caps with gauges or locks).

C .  RIDE FREE COLLECTION MEDALLIONS
These self-adhesive medallions make it easy to add some 
finishing touches to your motorcycle. Celebrating the 
freedom of the open road, the easy-to-apply medallions 
are drenched in wrinkle black and accented by brilliant 
chrome for a modern twist on classic style.

Universal fitment.

 14101218 Large . $34 .95
 14101219 Small . $24 .95

22   NEW PRODUCTS
D .  DOMINION™ COLLECTION TRANSMISSION 

SIDE COVERS
Express your bold, renegade attitude. These Transmission 
Side Covers let you set your own styling direction. 
Crafted from aluminum, these Side Covers feature a 
black anodized or bronze powder coated finish with 
machined, raw aluminum surfaces. These surfaces can 
be left exposed or, they come ready to be filled with 
interchangeable brushed black, bronze powder-coated 
or brushed orange anodized inserts (sold separately) 
that allow you to create your own look. Socket head 
cap screws are included for added style.

Fits ’17-later Touring and Trike models.

 25800130 Black . $199 .95
 25800132 Bronze . $199 .95

DOMINION COLLECTION FOOT CONTROLS
The premium, leading-edge Dominion™ Collection was 
created to take your bike to a new level of customization. 
Crafted from aluminum, the Dominion Collection Rider 
Footboards and Brake Pedal Pads are offered in black 
or bronze powder-coated base components and feature 
interchangeable accent pieces that let you set your 
own styling direction.

E .  DOMINION COLLECTION RIDER 
FOOTBOARD KIT
Fits ’12-’16 FLD, ’00-’17 FL Softail®, ’00-later Touring 
(except FLHTCUL and FLHTKL), and ’09-’13 Trike 
models. Installation on ’00-’17 Softail FLS, FLSS, FLSTFB, 
FLSTFBS and FLSTN models requires separate purchase 
of Jiffy Stand P/N 50087-07A. Not for use with Ergo 
Jiffy Stand P/N 50000091 or Jiffy Stand Extension Kit 
P/Ns 50233-00, 50000008 or 50000023.

 50501294 Gloss Black Anodized . $399 .95
 50501295 Bronze . $399 .95

F .  DOMINION COLLECTION BRAKE PEDAL 
PAD- LARGE
Fits ’12-’16 FLD, ’86-’17 FL Softail and ’80-later Touring 
and Trike models.

 50600346 Black .  $68 .95
 50600347 Bronze . $68 .95

G .  DOMINION COLLECTION TRIM PIECE – 
BRAKE PEDAL - LARGE
Make your bike a true custom of one. The Dominion 
Collection Inserts allow you to customize and personalize 
Dominion Collection accessories so your bike is a true 
one-of-a-kind.

Fits Dominion Collection Large Brake Pedal Pads  
P/Ns 50600346 and 50600347.

 50600365 Brushed Black . $29 .95
 50600366 Bronze . $29 .95
 50600367 Brushed Aluminum . $29 .95
 50600368 Brushed Orange . $29 .95
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24   NEW PRODUCTS
A .  FLUSH-MOUNT FUEL CAP AND LEFT SIDE 

TANK CAP KIT
Emphasize the long and lean look of the fuel tank. This 
Flush-Mount Fuel Cap and Left Side Tank Cap Kit offers 
a pop-up filler design that when installed and sealed 
looks identical to the flush-mount cap. A simple push 
and the fuel filler cap pops up to provide ample grip, 
even while wearing gloves. The Left Side Tank Cap is a 
decorative piece that replaces the Original Equipment 
trim. The complete kit includes fuel cap, left side tank 
cap and two trim rings.

Fits ’18-later FLDE, FLFB, FLFBS, FLHC, FLHCS, 
FLSB, FLSL, FXLR and FXLRS models.

 61100131 Chrome . $119 .95
 61100132 Black . $119 .95

B .  FLUSH-MOUNT FUEL CAPS
Emphasize the long and lean look of the fuel tank. This 
Flush-Mount Fuel Cap Kit offers a pop-up filler design 
that replaces the Original Equipment twist-on fuel cap. 
A simple push and the fuel filler cap pops up to provide 
ample grip, even while wearing gloves. Easy to install, the 
cap assembly screws into position and the self-adhesive 
decorative ring finishes the look. Complete kit includes 
screw-in mount, pop-up cap and matching trim ring.

 61100133 Chrome . $79 .95
Fits ’18-later FXBB, FXBR and FXBRS models.

 61100134 Gloss Black . $79 .95
Fits ’18-later FXBB, FXBR and FXBRS models.

 61100136 Gloss Black . $79 .95
Fits ’18-later FXFB and FXFBS models.

 61100158 Gloss Black . $99 .95
Fits ’19-later FXDRS models.

C .  BLACK HARDWARE KIT - PRIMARY 
COVER

(12600252 SHOWN)

C .  BLACK HARDWARE KIT - DERBY COVER
(12600255 SHOWN)

C .  BLACK HARDWARE KIT - ROCKER BOX
(12600254 SHOWN)

C .  BLACK HARDWARE KIT - FULL BIKE
(12600251 SHOWN)

C .  BLACK HARDWARE KIT - CAM & TAPPET 
COVERS (12600258 SHOWN)

C . BLACK HARDWARE KITS – FULL ENGINE 
(12600251 SHOWN)

C .  BLACK HARDWARE KIT - 
TRANSMISSION (12600253 SHOWN)

C . BLACK HARDWARE KITS – ENGINE
Durable and easy to install, this gloss-black engine 
hardware adds a custom touch to the blacked-out look 
of your motorcycle. Kits include the hardware required 
to replace all of the visible zinc-plated fasteners. Lock 
patch included where required.

 BLACK HARDWARE KIT – FULL ENGINE
 Includes hardware to replace the visible, zinc-plated  
 Original Equipment fasteners for the primary cover,  
 derby cover, transmission side and top covers, tappet  
 covers, cam covers and rocker box covers.
 12600251  $249 .95

Fits ’17-later Touring and Trike models.

 12600256  $249 .95
Fits ’18-later Softail® models. ’18 models (except  

FLSB) require additional purchase of Derby Cover Kit 

P/N 12600255.

 Includes the hardware required to replace the visible set  
 of zinc-plated fasteners on the primary cover, derby cover,  
 gear case and transmission sprocket covers, tappet covers  

 and rocker box covers. 

 12600260 $199 .95
Fits ’04-later XL models.

 BLACK HARDWARE KIT – PRIMARY COVER   

 12600252  $44 .95
Fits ’17-later Touring and Trike models.

 12600257  $44 .95
Fits ’18-later Softail models.

 BLACK HARDWARE KIT – DERBY AND PRIMARY COVER

 12600261  $69 .95
Fits ’04-later XL models.

 BLACK HARDWARE KIT – TRANSMISSION
 12600253  $49 .95

Fits ’18-later Softail and ’17-later Touring and Trike models.

 BLACK HARDWARE KIT – ROCKER BOX
 12600254  $74 .95

Fits ’18-later Softail and ’17-later Touring and Trike models.

 12600263  $69 .95
Fits ’04-later XL models.

 BLACK HARDWARE KIT – CAM COVER AND  
 TAPPET COVERS
 12600262  $49 .95

Fits ’04-later XL models.

 12600258  $29 .95
Fits ’18-later Softail and ’17-later Touring and Trike models.

 BLACK HARDWARE KIT – DERBY COVER
 12600259  $15 .95

Fits ’19-later Softail and ’18-later FLSB models.

 12600255  $15 .95
Fits ’06-’17 Dyna®, ’08-’18 Softail (except FLSB) and 

’08-later Touring and Trike models.

 AVAILABLE (NOT SHOWN)::
 BLACK HARDWARE KIT – DERBY AND PRIMARY COVER
 12600261  $69 .95

Fits ’04-later XL models.
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28   NEW PRODUCTS
B .   VOLTAIC™ HAND GRIPS

These sleek, premium hand grips feature high-quality 
rubber and metal construction to provide excellent 
grip for comfortable, confident riding. Designed to 
complement the lines of your motorcycle, the Voltaic™ 
Grips enhance the overall style of your bike with a look 
that’s light, fast and agile.

 56100330  $159 .95 
Fits ’20-later LiveWire™ models (except Europe, 
India, China, and Vietnam markets), ’16-’17 FXDLS 
and ’16-later Softail® models, ’11-’12 FLSTSE, ’14-’15 
FLSTNSE, ’13-’14 FXSBSE, ’16-’17 FXSE and ’08-later 
Touring (except ’18-later FLTRXSE) and Trike models.

 
C .   VOLTAIC FOOTPEGS

Sleek and streamlined with an aggressive wedge shape, 
the Voltaic Footpegs are designed to complement the 
lines of your motorcycle. These gloss black and chrome 
accented Footpegs feature lightweight and durable 
aluminum construction while the solid rubber tread 
helps keep your feet firmly in place, so you’re always 
ready to hit the throttle and work your way through 
tight urban riding environments.

 50501197 Rider . $159 .95 
Fits rider position on ’20-later LiveWire, ’18-later 
FXFB, FXFBS, and ’19-later FXDRS and FXLRS 
models.

 50501510 Passenger . $159 .95 
Fits passenger position on ’20-later LiveWire and 
’18-later Softail models.

D .   LIGHTED HAND CONTROL SWITCHES
Add function and style to the Original Equipment hand 
controls. Lighted Hand Controls feature soft white LED 
back lighting that illuminates the switch function icons 
for enhanced nighttime visibility. You get at-a-glance 
identification and a modern up-to-date look. Kit includes 
plug-in switch packs for left- and right-hand controls, 
now including the Traction Control switch.

 71500561  $269 .95 
Fits ’20-later Touring and Trike models.

E .   HEEL SHIFTERS
Add the convenience of a heel shifter to your footboard-
equipped Touring model. This traditional motorcycle Heel 
Shifter Lever permits you to upshift with a downward 
tap of your boot heel – eliminating the need to wedge 
your toe under the forward lever and reducing wear on 
the top of your boot. Kit includes the chrome-plated 
or gloss black heel shift lever, extended shifter shaft, 
shifter peg and mounting hardware.

Fits ’01-later Touring and Trike models.

 33600325 Chrome . $49 .95
 33600345 Black . $49 .95

A .   80GRIT FOOTPEGS
Combine form and function with the feel of an old-
school BMX-style footpeg. The aluminum material 
with rugged styled edges is lightweight and grips the 
bottom of your foot, giving you an unmatched feeling 
of confidence. Black Anodized or Raw finishes provide 
custom options, while the HDMC “dog tag" style logo  
adds subtle authenticity to the bold, stripped-down look.

 
 Rider
 Fits rider position on ’20-later LiveWire™, ’18-later 

FXFB, FXFBS, and ’19-later FXDRS and FXLRS 
models.

 50501383 Black . $179 .95

 50501390 Raw . $179 .95
 
 Rider with Wear Peg
 Fits ’11-later XL883L and XL1200C, ’16-later XL 

1200CX, ’12-’16 XL1200V, ’10-later XL1200X, ’18-later 
XL1200XS, ’14-later XL models equipped with 
Extended Reach Forward Control Conversion Kit P/N 
50700030, ’08-’11 FXCW and FXCWC and ’11-’17 FXS 
and FXSB and ’16-’17 FXSE. Does not fit ’15-later XG 
models.

 50501387 Black . $179 .95
 50501394 Raw . $179 .95

Fits ’17-later XG750A and ’09-later XL883N models.

 50501385 Black . $179 .95
 50501392 Raw . $179 .95

Fits rider position on ’18-later FLSB, FXBB, FXBR, 
FXBRS and FXLR models.

 50501382 Black . $179 .95
 50501389 Raw . $179 .95

 Passenger
 Fits passenger position on ’20-later LiveWire and 
 ’18-later Softail® models.
 50501388 Black . $179 .95
 50501395 Raw . $179 .95
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30   NEW PRODUCTS
A .  MOTO BAR – BLACK ANODIZED - 1"*

Made from lightweight aluminum anodized with a black 
finish,  1.0" club-style handlebar. Pair with tall risers to 
complete the unique custom look.

 55800856  $129 .95 
Fits ’18-later FLSL, FXBB and FXLR, and ’14-later 
Road King® models. Does not fit FXBB models with 
accessory Quarter Fairing or accessory windshields 
when using original equipment handlebar risers. 
FXLR models equipped with Color-Matched Quarter 
Fairing and Tall Risers P/N 55800852 require 
separate purchase of Turn Signal Brackets  
P/N 12700164 and 67800630. Installation requires 
separate purchase of additional components.

 
 See your Dealer for cables, lines and additional  
 installation components required.

B .  MOTO BAR - BLACK ANODIZED - 1 .25" 
 TAPERED*

Made from lightweight aluminum anodized with a black 
finish, this 1.25" club-style handlebar tapers from a 
thicker center to thinner tips. Pair with tall risers to 
complete the unique custom look.

 55800858 1 .25" Tapered . $169 .95 
Fits ’18-later FLFB, FLFBS, FLSL, FXBB, FXBR, 
FXBRS, FXDRS, FXFB, FXFBS and FXLR, and ’14-later 
Road King models. Does not fit FLFB, FLFBS, FXBR, 
or FXBRS models with accessory windshields. 
Does not fit FXBB models with accessory Quarter 
Fairing or accessory windshields when using original 
equipment handlebar risers. FXLR models equipped 
with Color-Matched Quarter Fairing and Tall Risers 
P/N 55800854 require separate purchase of Turn 
Signal Brackets P/N 12700164 and 67800630  
Installation requires separate purchase of additional 
components.

See your Dealer for cables, lines and additional installation 
components required.

C .  DRAG BAR*
This nearly straight 1" drag bar moves the hands forward 
and gives riders a new option for a more aggressive, 
sporty riding position. The dark finish matches other 
dark components to complete or complement an overall 
blacked-out style.

 55800861 Gloss Black .  $89 .95 
Fits ’18-later FXBB, FXLR, and FLSL models. Does 
not fit with accessory windshields on stock risers. 
Installation requires separate purchase of additional 
components. 

See your Dealer for cables, lines and additional installation 
components required.

D .  TALL HANDLEBAR RISERS - BLACK 
ANODIZED
This 5.5" riser kit gives your bike a “club” style look along 
with the versatility of a traditional riser and handlebar 
combination. Aggressive, muscular styling combines 
with a black anodized finish to help you complete an 
eye-catching performance look. Available in 1.0" and 
1.25" sizes. Top clamp sold separately.

 55800852 1" . $169 .95 
Fits ’18-later FXBB, FXLR, FLSL, and ’14-later  
Road King® models. Requires separate purchase of 
appropriate top clamp.

 55800854 1 .25" . $169 .95 
Fits ’18-later FLFB, FLFBS, FLSL, FXBB, FXBR, 
FXBRS, FXDRS, FXFB, FXFBS, FXLR and ’14-later 
Road King models. Requires separate purchase of 
appropriate top clamp.

E .  HANDELBAR TOP CLAMPS - BLACK
Required for installation of the new tall risers.  Standard 
style is for motorcycles not equipped with the standard 
digital gauge in the riser. Aluminum construction reduces 
weight, with aggressive, muscular styling to help complete 
an overall performance look on your motorcycle. Available 
for 1.0" or 1.25" diameter handlebars.

 55900238 1" . $69 .95
Fits ’18-Later FLSL and FXLR, and ’14-later Road King 
models equipped with Tall Riser Kit P/N 55800852.

 55900237 1 .25" . $69 .95
Fits ’18-later FLFB, FLFBS, FLSL, FXFB, FXFBS and 
FXLR, and ’14-later Road King models equipped with 
Tall Riser Kit P/N 55800854.

F .  GAUGE CLAMP KIT
 Required for installation of the new tall risers. "Gauge 

style" is for motorcycles equipped with the standard 
digital gauge in the riser. Aluminum construction 
reduces weight, with aggressive, muscular styling to 
help complete an overall performance look on your 
motorcycle. Available for 1.0" or 1.25" diameter 
handlebars.

 55900227 1" . $169 .95
Fits ’18-later FXBB models equipped with Tall Riser 
Kit P/N 55800852.

 55900228 1 .25" . $169 .95
Fits 18-later FXBB, FXBR, FXBRS and FXDRS models 
equipped with Tall Riser Kit P/N 55800854.

*NOTE: Installation of some handlebars and risers 
may require a change in clutch and/or throttle cable 
and brake lines for some models. Handlebar height is 
regulated in many locations. Check local laws to ensure 
your motorcycle meets applicable regulations.
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32   NEW PRODUCTS
A .  HANDLEBAR RISER AND CLAMP KIT
 Required for installation of 1.25" handlebars on select 

’18-later Softail® models, this straight riser changes 
the riding position, placing your hands and arms 
higher. These risers feature a one-piece top clamp 
that is shaped to accept the Original Equipment 
clamp-mounted digital gauge package. Kit includes 
two curved risers and one-piece clamp.

 55900194 Gloss Black . $199 .95
Fits ’18-later FXBB, FXBR, FXBRS and FXDRS 
models.

B .  FXDRS DECORATIVE GAUGE FILLER PLATE
This decorative piece fills the space created when the
stock gauge is relocated to the riser for installation of
5.5" risers on the FXDR 114.

 61301141  $49 .95
Fits’19-Later FXDRS models equipped with top 

C .  MINI-APE HANDLEBAR*
The 12" mini-ape chrome 1.0" diameter handlebar 
delivers a modestly higher hand position to achieve a 
traditional look, a relaxed style and more comfortable 
riding position for some riders. 

Fits ’07-later XL883L, XL883N, XL1200CX, XL1200L, 
XL1200N, XL1200NS,  XL1200T, XL1200V, XL1200X, 
XL1200XS, and ’18-later FLDE, FLSL and FXLR 
models. Also fits ’06-’17 FXDB and ’96-’05 FXDWG 
models with Original Equipment handlebar P/N 
58079-93. All models excluding FXDWG and 2006-
2011 FXDB require separate purchase of additional 
components.

 55801003 Chrome .  $99 .95
 56075-07A Gloss Black .  $99 .95

See your Dealer for cables, lines and additional 
installation components required.

 AVAILABLE (NOT SHOWN):
D .  WIRE HARNESS EXTENSION KIT - 26"   

SWITCH HOUSING
Required for installation of accessory handlebars on 
FXDR 114. Includes left and right switch wire extensions.

 69202469  $49 .95
Fits ’19-later FXDRS models equipped with accessory 
handlebars (16" and 12" Fat Apes, Fat Chizeled, and 
Fat Reach).

E .  WIRE EXTENSION - 26" TWIST GRIP 
SENSOR
Required for installation of accessory handlebars on 
FXDR 114. Includes twist grip extension.

 69202473  $49 .95
Fits ’19-later FXDRS models equipped with accessory 
handlebars (16" and 12" Fat Apes, Fat Chizeled, and 
Fat Reach).
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*NOTE: Installation of some handlebars and risers 
may require a change in clutch and/or throttle cable 
and brake lines for some models. Handlebar height is 
regulated in many locations. Check local laws to ensure 
your motorcycle meets applicable regulations.

F .  UPPER BRAKE LINE – ORIGINAL 
EQUIPMENT FINISH
These Original Equipment-style brake lines are available 
in a variety of lengths to accommodate installation of 
accessory bars.

 41800802 0 Deg x 17 .0" . $66 .77
Fits ’18-Later FXBB equipped with the stock riser and 
1" Moto Bar. 

 41800803 0 Deg x 19 .0" . $84 .95
Fits ’18-Later FXBB equipped with the 1" or 1.25" Tall 
Riser and Moto Bar and ’18-later FLFB and FLFBS 
models equipped with a 1.25" Moto Bar and  
stock riser.

Required for installation of 12" Fat Chizeled 
Handlebars on FXDRS models.

 41800810 ABS . $66 .77
Fits ’19-later FXDRS models equipped with 12" Fat 
Chizeled Handlebar.

G .  DIAMONDBACK UPPER BRAKE LINE – 
FRONT
Diamondback braided cables and lines feature a brilliant 
metallic finish that blends perfectly with chrome 
handlebars and controls or provides a stark contrast 
to “blacked-out" options. Fittings are finished in mirror 
chrome. 

Required for installation of 12" Fat Apes on FXDRS 
models.

 41800806 ABS Upper . $117 .39 
Fits ’19-later FXDRS models equipped with 12" Fat 
Apes.

Required for installation of 12" Fat Chizeled 
Handlebars on FXDRS models. 

 41800807 ABS Upper . $117 .39 
Fits ’19-later FXDRS models equipped with 12" Fat 
Chizeled handlebar.

Required for the installation of certain accessory 
handlebars.

 41800818 35 Deg . X 15" . $117 .39 
Fits ’14-Later FLHR, FLHRC, and FLHRX models 
equipped with the 1" or 1.25" Tall Riser and Moto Bar.

H .  DIAMONDBACK HYDRAULIC CLUTCH LINE
Complement the Diamondback Front Brake lines with 
matching Diamondback Hydraulic Clutch lines. Required 
for the installation of certain accessory handlebars.

 37200426 Hydraulic Clutch – $134 .79 
  35 Deg x 63 .5" . 

Fits ’17-later FLHR, FLHRC, and FLHRX models 
equipped with a 1" or 1.25" Tall Riser and Moto Bar.
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36   NEW PRODUCTS
A .  H-D® PRODIGY WHEELS*

Turn up the excitement level on your Touring family 
motorcycle with these performance-minded custom 
wheels. Inspired by European GT race wheels, they 
boast a leading-edge design that’s sure to stand out, 
wherever you ride. Whether you’re headed across town 
or across the country, they deliver a fresh, exciting look, 
guaranteed to turn heads and get you noticed.
 
19" Front
Fits ’14-later Touring models (except CVO™ unless 
originally equipped with H-D® Prodigy wheels).

 43300673 Gloss Black . $699 .95 
 43300674 Bronze . $749 .95 

18" Rear
Fits ’14-later Touring models (except CVO unless originally 
equipped with H-D Prodigy wheels).

 40900661 Gloss Black . $699 .95 
 40900662 Bronze . $749 .95 

B .  ANNIHILATOR™ BRAKE ROTORS
Add a custom of one look to your 6-spoke Annihilator™  
Custom Wheel with the floating Annihilator Brake Rotor. 
This brake rotor features a steel inner carrier that is 
shaped to accent the Annihilator wheel and features 
a polished and drilled stainless steel outer disc that is 
precision-riveted in place. Rotors are sold individually 
and include chrome installation hardware.

Front

Fits ’14-later XL, ’06-’17 Dyna® (except FXDLS), 
’15-later Softail® (except FXSE), ’08-later Touring and 
’09-later Trike models with Original equipment or 
accessory wheel with 3.25" bolt circle rotor mount.

 41500172 Gloss Black Inner . $199 .95 
 41500173 Graphite Inner . $199 .95 

Rear

Fits ’00-’10 XL, ’00-’17 Dyna (except FXDLS), 
’00-later Softail (except FXSE) and ’00-’07 Touring 
models. Separate purchase of Brake Rotor Hub Plate 
P/N 43837-00 is required when installing on FXSTD 
Original Equipment 17" wheels. 

 41500174 Gloss Black Inner . $199 .95 
 41500175 Graphite Inner . $199 .95 

A

A

*NOTE: Requires separate purchase of model-specific 
Wheel Installation Kit, Sprocket hardware and Brake 
Rotor-specific hardware. See I-sheet for details. 
Installation may require separate purchase of wheel 
size and model-specific tire.
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40   NEW PRODUCTS
 COLOR SHOP LIMITED SERIES - MAYHEM

Riding motorcycles is a way to overcome the mayhem that ensues in our daily lives. The 
feeling of riding a motorcycle is something that cannot be explained through words; it has 
to be experienced for one to truly understand. Sometimes you ride to push the limits of the 
machine until everything outside of that moment fades away. The Mayhem limited custom 
paint set embodies the feeling of speeding away from the everyday noise, through its Inferno 
Red Pearl and Phantom Black base, Ghost White with Brushed Silver Highlights that accelerate 
from the front to the back of the bike and the performance-inspired #1 logo set within the 
Deep Charcoal on the saddlebags. Limited availability — with just 150 serialized sets offered 
worldwide.  Each set comes with a certificate of authenticity.  Sets ship December, 2019.

Street Glide® 
Fits ’17-later FLHX and FLHXS U.S. Domestic models only. 
Kit includes Domestic style CVO™ rear fender and lighting, 
Front Fender, FL Chin Spoiler, Stretched Boom! Audio 
Saddlebags and matching Faceplates, Black Saddlebag 
Levers, Side Covers, Tank and Outer Fairing. Boom!™ Audio 
Saddlebag Speaker Kits are sold separately.

92200222ELN

$6,999 .95

Street Glide 
Fits ’17-later FLHX and FLHXS U.S. Domestic models only. 
Kit includes Domestic style CVO Rear Fender and lighting, 
Front Fender, FL Chin Spoiler, Stretched Saddlebags and 
matching Faceplates, Black Saddlebag Levers, Side Covers, 
Tank and Outer Fairing.

92200221ELN

$6,999 .95

Street Glide 
Fits ’17-later FLHX and FLHXS Australia, Brazil, Europe, 
Japan and Mexico models. Does not fit U.S. Domestic 
models. Kit includes International style CVO rear fender 
and lighting, Front Fender, FL Chin Spoiler, Stretched 
Boom! Audio Saddlebags and matching Faceplates, Black 
Saddlebag Levers, Side Covers, Tank and Outer Fairing. 
Boom! Audio Saddlebag Speaker Kits are sold separately.

 

92200224ELN

$6,999 .95

Street Glide 
Fits ’17-later FLHX and FLHXS Australia, Brazil, Europe, 
Japan and Mexico models. Does not fit U.S. Domestic 
models. Kit includes International style CVO rear fender 
and lighting, Front Fender, FL Chin Spoiler, Stretched 
Saddlebags and matching Faceplates, Black Saddlebag 
Levers, Side Covers, Tank and Outer Fairing. Boom! Audio 
Saddlebag Speaker Kits are sold separately.

 

92200223ELN

$6,999 .95

Street Glide 
Fits ’17-later FLHX and FLHXS Canada models. Does not fit 
U.S. Domestic models. Kit includes Canada style CVO rear 
fender and lighting, Front Fender, FL Chin Spoiler, Stretched 
Saddlebags and matching Faceplates, Black Saddlebag 
Levers, Side Covers, Tank and Outer Fairing.

 

92200225ELN

$6,999 .95

Available to fit:

Road Glide® 
Fits ’17-later FLTRX and FLTRXS U.S. Domestic models only.  
Kit includes Domestic style CVO rear fender and lighting, 
Front Fender, FL Chin Spoiler, Stretched Boom! Audio 
Saddlebags and matching Faceplates, Black Saddlebag 
Levers, Side Covers, Tank and Outer Fairing. Boom! Audio 
Saddlebag Speaker Kits are sold separately.

92200227ELN

$7,099 .95

Road Glide 
Fits ’17-Later FLTRX and FLTRXS U.S. Domestic models only. 
Kit includes Domestic style CVO rear fender and lighting, 
Front Fender, FL Chin Spoiler, Stretched Saddlebags and 
matching Faceplates, Black Saddlebag Levers, Side Covers, 
Tank and Outer Fairing.

92200226ELN

$7,099 .95

Road Glide 
Fits ’17-Later FLTRX and FLTRXS Australia, Brazil, Europe, 
Japan and Mexico models. Does not fit U.S. Domestic 
models. Kit includes International style CVO rear fender 
and lighting, Front Fender, FL Chin Spoiler, Stretched 
Boom! Audio Saddlebags and matching Faceplates, Black 
Saddlebag Levers, Side Covers, Tank and Outer Fairing. 
Boom! Audio Saddlebag Speaker Kits are sold separately.

 

92200229ELN

$7,099 .95

Road Glide 
Fits ’17-Later FLTRX and FLTRXS Australia, Brazil, Europe, 
Japan and Mexico models. Does not fit U.S. Domestic 
models. Kit includes International style CVO rear fender and 
lighting, Front Fender, FL Chin Spoiler, Stretched Saddlebags 
and matching Faceplates, Black Saddlebag Levers, Side 
Covers, Tank and Outer Fairing.

 

92200228ELN

$7,099 .95

Road Glide 
Fits ’17-later FLTRX and FLTRXS Canada models. Does not 
fit U.S. Domestic models. Kit includes Canada style CVO rear 
fender, FL Chin Spoiler, and lighting, Front Fender, Stretched 
Saddlebags and matching Faceplates, Black Saddlebag 
Levers, Side Covers, Tank and Outer Fairing.

 

92200230ELN

$7,099 .95

Available to fit:
LIMITED:  
MAYHEM

Road King® 
Fits ’17-later FLHR and FLHRXS U.S. Domestic models 
only. Kit includes Domestic style CVO™ rear fender 
and lighting, Front Fender, Stretched Saddlebags and 
matching Faceplates, FL Chin Spoiler, Black Saddlebag 
Levers, Side Covers and Tank.

92200231ELN

$6,099 .95

Road King

Fits ’17-later FLHR and FLHRXS Australia, Brazil, 
Europe, Japan and Mexico models. Does not fit U.S. 
Domestic models. Kit includes International style 
CVO rear fender and lighting, Front Fender, Stretched 
Saddlebags and matching Faceplates, FL Chin Spoiler, 
Black Saddlebag Levers, Side Covers and Tank.

92200232ELN

$6,099 .95

Available to fit:

Inner Fairing - Batwing 

Fits ’17-later FLHX and FLHXS models. 57000389EMP

$799 .95 

Inner Fairing – Road Glide®

Fits ’17-later FLTRX and FLTRXS models. Kit includes 
matching Vent Duct Trim.

57000536EMP

$1,499 .95

Chopped Tour-Pak® Luggage
Fits ’17-later Road King, Road Glide and Street Glide 
models. Separate purchase of H-D® Detachables™   

Two-Up or Solo Tour-Pak® Mounting Rack and 
applicable Docking Hardware is required. Separate 
purchase of Tour-Pak Lock Kit P/N 90300030  
is required.

53000650ELN

$1,699 .95

Available to fit:
LIMITED:
MAYHEM

COLOR SHOP LIMITED SERIES - MAYHEM (SHOWN ON STREET GLIDE MODEL)

COLOR SHOP LIMITED SERIES - MAYHEM (SHOWN ON ROAD GLIDE MODEL)

COLOR SHOP LIMITED SERIES - MAYHEM (SHOWN ON ROAD KING MODEL)

LIMITED:
MAYHEM

LIMITED:  
MAYHEM
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42   NEW PRODUCTS
COLOR SHOP LIMITED SERIES - QUICK SHIFT
Green light! The adrenaline flows and the sound of the accelerating V-Twin engine roars through your ears. The redline beckons but 
you keep pushing, shifting just in time to keep rocketing forward and ahead of the pack. You ride for the thrill of it and you want your 
bike to reflect that. One of a kind, just like you. The Quick Shift limited custom paint set was designed with you, the performance 
junkie, in mind. Set on a Gun Metal Metallic and Vivid Black base separated by a Pewter pinstripe, Quick Shift excites with the  
addition of Hyper Orange, Hyper Yellow or Hyper Green accents.  Each set includes the fuel tank, front fender and rear fender.  
Limited to 100 total sets worldwide, each set has serialized numbering on the tank and comes with a certificate of authenticity.  
Sets ship December 2019.

COLOR SHOP LIMITED SERIES - QUICK SHIFT HYPER ORANGE (SHOWN ON BREAKOUT MODEL)

COLOR SHOP LIMITED SERIES - QUICK SHIFT HYPER YELLOW (SHOWN ON BREAKOUT MODEL)

COLOR SHOP LIMITED SERIES - QUICK SHIFT HYPER GREEN (SHOWN ON BREAKOUT MODEL)

COLOR SHOP LIMITED SERIES - QUICK SHIFT HYPER ORANGE (SHOWN ON FAT BOB MODEL)

COLOR SHOP LIMITED SERIES - QUICK SHIFT HYPER YELLOW (SHOWN ON FAT BOB MODEL)

COLOR SHOP LIMITED SERIES - QUICK SHIFT HYPER GREEN (SHOWN ON FAT BOB MODEL)

Fat Bob®

Fits ’18-later FXFB and FXFBS models. Kit includes front fender, fuel tank and rear fender. 92200220ELT

$1,699 .95

92200220ELP

$1,699 .95

92200220ELU

$1,699 .95

Breakout®

Fits’ 18-later FXBR and FXBRS models. Kit includes front fender, fuel tank and rear fender. 92200219ELT

$3,099 .95

92200219ELP

$3,099 .95

92200219ELU

$3,099 .95

Available to fit:

LIMITED:
QUICK SHIFT

HYPER ORANGE                          

LIMITED:
QUICK SHIFT

HYPER YELLOW                                            

LIMITED:
QUICK SHIFT

HYPER GREEN
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COLOR-MATCHED BODYWORK A

B

A .  COLOR-MATCHED SOFTAIL® QUARTER 
FAIRING
This street performance-inspired Quarter Fairing is 
designed to reduce drag while providing a sleek, custom 
look. With a Dark Smoke windscreen featuring a Harley-
Davidson script on the lower leading edge, it provides 
the wind protection you need to go all day while looking 
sinister in the process.

Fits ’18-later FXBB and FXLR, and ’20-Later FXLRS 
models. Requires separate purchase of model- 
specific bracket kit. FXBB models require separate 
purchase of Turn Signal Brackets P/N 12700164 and 
67800630 and Hardware P/N 67015-02 (2).  Does 
not fit FXBB or FXLR models equipped with Moto Bar 
P/Ns 55800856 or 55800858 when using original 
equipment handlebar risers. FXLR models equipped 
with Moto Bar P/Ns 55800856 or 55800858 and Tall 
Risers P/N 55800852 or 55800854 require separate 
purchase of Turn Signal Brackets P/N 12700164 and 
67800630.

 57000981EKR Barracuda Silver . $374 .95 
 57000981ENR Barracuda Silver $374 .95  
  Denim .
 57000981EKP Billiard Blue . $374 .95 
 57000981ENX Billiard Red . $374 .95 
 57000980 Raw . $234 .95
 57000981ENT River Rock Gray . $374 .95 
 57000981EOG Spruce . $374 .95 
 57000981EOB  Stone Washed $374 .95  
  White Pearl .
 57000981DH  Vivid Black . $354 .95

B .  SOFTAIL® QUARTER FAIRING BRACKET KIT
This matte black bracket kit is required for mounting 
the Quarter Fairing to your motorcycle.

 57001249  $99 .95
Fits ’18-later FXBB and FXLR models. FXBB 
installation requires separate purchase of 12700164, 
67800630, 67015-02 (2), 7155 & 7331. FXBB models 
with Tall Risers/Moto Bars require separate purchase 
of 12700164, 67800630, 67015-02 (2), 7155 & 7331. 
FXLR models with Tall Risers/Moto Bars require 
separate purchase of Turn Signal Brackets  
P/Ns 12700164 and 67800630 and Hardware  
P/N 67015-02 (2).

 57001250  $99 .95
Fits ’20 Later FXLRS models. Does not fit FXLRS 
models with Tall Risers & Moto Bars. Also compatible 
with 5.75" headlight bucket, trim ring, screw and lock 
nut (67700380, 67700375, 3383, & 7606).
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A .  COLOR-MATCHED SPLITSTREAM VENT 
TRIM – BATWING FAIRING
The batwing fairing is a key visual and functional element 
of your Touring bike, and the Splitstream vent sits front 
and center for all to see. Shaped to replace the Original 
Equipment satin black soft trim, this one-piece rigid 
component blends into the sweep of the outer fairing 
and dresses the vent in style. Available in your choice 
of finishes, this vent trim is the perfect complement to 
available windshield trim kits.

Fits ’14-later Electra Glide®, Street Glide®, Ultra 
Limited and Tri Glide® models with batwing fairing.

 61300461ENR Barracuda Silver $99 .95 
  Denim .
 61300461ENZ Billiard Burgundy . $99 .95
  61300461EOE Performance Orange . $99 .95
 61300461ENT River Rock Gray . $99 .95
 61300461ENV River Rock Gray $99 .95 
  Denim .
 61300461EOR  Silver Pine . $99 .95
 61300461EOW Stiletto Red (CPP) . $119 .95
 61300461EOB Stone Washed $99 .95 
  White Pearl . 
 61300461EOX Tahitian Teal (CPP) . $119 .95
 61300461EPB Zephyr Blue (CPP) . $119 .95

B .  COLOR-MATCHED ROAD GLIDE®  
HEADLAMP TRIM
This sleek one-piece headlamp surround adds a clean 
custom look to the nose of the Road Glide® model. 
The easy-to-install Headlamp Trim hugs the dual 
headlamps and covers the matte black factory bezel 
for a menacing appearance. The swept back look and 
the raised, aerodynamic side strakes emphasizes the 
streamlined shape of the fairing without impeding  
airflow to the vents or obstructing headlamp light 
patterns. Available in your choice of finish, the self-
adhesive Headlamp Trim can be installed without 
removing the headlamp or fairing.

Fits ’15-later Road Glide® models.

 61400412EKR Barracuda Silver . $124 .95 
 61400412ENR Barracuda Silver $124 .95  
  Denim .
 61400412ENX Billiard Red . $124 .95 
  61400412ENT River Rock Gray . $124 .95 
 61400412ENV River Rock Gray $124 .95  
  Denim . 
 61400412ELG Scorched Orange $149 .95 
  (CPP) .
 61400412EOR Silver Pine . $124 .95 
 61400412EOG Spruce . $124 .95 
 61400412EOW Stiletto Red (CPP) . $149 .95 
 61400412EOX Tahitian Teal (CPP) . $149 .95 
 61400412EPB Zephyr Blue (CPP) . $149 .95 

C .  COLOR-MATCHED CUSTOM WRAPPED 
FRONT FENDER
Give your bike a big hug. This all-steel fender is shaped 
to show off the full profile of your 19" front wheel. The 
apronless fender wraps almost 180 degrees around 
the front tire for a clean, custom appearance, and the 
low profile cutaway design exposes the wheel from 
hub to rim for maximum visual impact. Designed for 
mistake-proof installation, the fender is pre-drilled to 
fit Original Equipment fender mounting bosses, and 
does not require additional fender spacers or install 
kits. Available in Color-Matched, Vivid Black or primed 
and ready to-paint finish.

Fits ’14-later Touring models equipped with 17", 18" 
or 19" wheel and tire combination. Does not fit with 
Fender Tip Assembly P/N 59600003 or 59600006. 
Does not fit Trike models.

 58900196ENR Barracuda Silver $699 .95  
  Denim .
 58900196ENZ Billiard Burgundy . $699 .95 
 58900196ENX Billiard Red . $699 .95 
 58900196EOE Performance Orange . $699 .95 
 58900196ENT River Rock Gray . $699 .95 
 58900196ENV River Rock Gray $699 .95 
  Denim . 
 58900403EOY Scorched Orange/ $749 .95  
  Silver Flux (CPP) . 
 58900360EML  Smoky Gray $849 .95  
  & Black Hole . 
 58900196EOB Stone Washed $699 .95  
  White Pearl .
  58900403EPA  Zephyr Blue/ $749 .95 
  Black Sunglo (CPP) .
 
 CVO™ COLOR
 58900196ELV   Sand Dune . $849 .95 
 58900196ELY Black Stardust Fade . $849 .95 

 D . COLOR-MATCHED  21" FRONT FENDER
Required for use with the Knockout Custom Wheel Kit.

Fits ’17-later FLTRX and FLTRXS models equipped 
with Knockout Wheel Kit P/N 43300494 or 
43300496.

 58900336EKR Barracuda Silver . $549 .95
 58900336ENR Barracuda Silver $549 .95  
  Denim . 
 58900336ENX Billiard Red . $549 .95 
 58900336ENT River Rock Gray . $549 .95 
 58900336ENV River Rock Gray  $549 .95 
  Denim . 
 58900400EOY Scorched Orange/ $599 .95 
  Silver Flux (CPP) .
 58900336EOG Spruce . $549 .95 
 58900400EPA Zephyr Blue/ $599 .95 
  Black Sunglo (CPP) . 

B

A

B

C

D

A
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48   NEW PRODUCTS
A .  COLOR-MATCHED ROAD GLIDE®  

FAIRING SPOILER
Add a custom touch to your motorcycle with a Color-
Matched Road Glide® Fairing Spoiler.

Fits ’17-later FLTRX and FLTRXS models. Requires 
separate purchase of Chopped Engine Guard P/N 
49000117A.

 57001042EKR Barracuda Silver . $399 .95 
 57001042ENR Barracuda Silver $399 .95 
  Denim .
 57001042ENX Billiard Red . $399 .95 
 57001234 Raw . $299 .95 
 57001042ENT River Rock Gray . $399 .95 
 57001042ENV River Rock Gray $399 .95 
  Denim .
 57001042EOG Spruce . $399 .95 
 57001042EOW Stilleto Red (CPP) . $479 .95 
 57001042EOX Tahitian Teal (CPP) . $479 .95 
 57001042EPB Zephyr Blue (CPP) . $479 .95 

B .  COLOR-MATCHED CHIN SPOILER
The Touring Chin Spoiler Kit gives a touch of factory 
color and style to the front of your Touring motorcycle. 
Kit includes all the required mounting hardware. Best 
of all, it’s a Genuine Harley-Davidson® spoiler for the 
perfect fit and unmatched custom style.

Fits ’17-Later Road King®, Street Glide®, Road Glide, 
and Electra Glide® Standard models.

 57200261EKR Barracuda Silver . $289 .95 
 57200261ENR Barracuda Silver $289 .95  
  Denim .
 57200261ENZ Billiard Burgundy . $289 .95 
 57200261ENX Billiard Red .  $289 .95 
 57200261BYM Black Denim . $289 .95 
 57200261EKA Midnight Blue . $289 .95 
 57200269 Raw . $214 .95 
 57200261ENV River Rock Gray $289 .95  
  Denim . 
 57200261ELG Scorched Orange $299 .95  
  (CPP) . 
 57200261EOR Sliver Pine . $289 .95 
 57200261EOW Stiletto Red (CPP) . $299 .95 
 57200261EOB Stone Washed $289 .95 
  White Pearl .
 57200261EOX Tahitian Teal (CPP) .  $299 .95 
 57200261DH Vivid Black . $279 .95 
 57200261EPB Zephyr Blue (CPP) . $299 .95 

Fits models – with CoolFlow™ Fan Fits models – without CoolFlow Fan
Solid Color P/N Price P/N Price
Barracuda Silver Denim. 57300226ENR $149 .95 57300225ENR $149 .95

Billiard Burgundy. 57300226ENZ $149 .95 57300225ENZ $149 .95

Billiard Red. 57300226ENX $149 .95 57300225ENX $149 .95

Performance Orange. 57300226EOE $149 .95 57300225EOE $149 .95

River Rock Gray. 57300226ENT $149 .95 57300225ENT $149 .95

River Rock Gray Denim. 57300226ENV $149 .95 57300225ENV $149 .95

Silver Pine. 57300226EOR $149 .95 57300225EOR $149 .95

Spruce. 57300226EOG $149 .95 57300225EOG $149 .95

Stiletto Red (CPP). 57300226EOW $159 .95 57300225EOW $159 .95

Stone Washed White Pearl. 57300226EOB $149 .95 57300225EOB $149 .95

Tahitian Teal (CPP). 57300226EOX $159 .95 57300225EOX $159 .95

Zephyr Blue (CPP). 57300226EPB $159 .95 57300225EPB $159 .95

CVO™ Primary Color P/N Price P/N Price
Stormcloud. 57300226ELY $159 .95 57300225ELY $159 .95

Sand Dune. 57300226ELV $159 .95 57300225ELV $159 .95

Smoky Gray. 57300226ELX $159 .95 57300225ELX $159 .95

C . COLOR-MATCHED MID-FRAME  
AIR DEFLECTORS
Improve rider comfort during the summer riding season. 
Designed for severe duty and extreme temperature 
applications, these color-matched deflectors attach 
to the frame and surround the top of the rear cylinder 
head. The scoop shape captures the moving air and 
uses the flow to direct the heat down and away from 
the rider to improve comfort. Kit includes all required 
mounting hardware.

Fits ’17-later Touring and Trike models equipped with 
CoolFlow™ Fan P/N 26800120, 26800121  
and 26800128.

Fits ’09-later Touring and Trike models. Not 
compatible with ’17-later models equipped with 
CoolFlow Fan P/N 26800120, 26800121  
and 26800128.

A

B
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50   NEW PRODUCTS
A . COLOR-MATCHED VENTED FAIRING  

LOWER KIT*
These Fairing Lowers feature a venting system that allows 
you to adjust the amount of air that circulates across the 
engine. The ratcheting friction lock pivot allows you to easily 
set the position. NOTE: Fairing Lower Kits are painted in 
a single color and do not feature pinstriping.

Fits ’14-later Air-Cooled Touring and Trike models. Does 
not fit Twin-Cooled™ models or ’18-later FLTRXSE. 
Freewheeler® models require separate purchase of 
Engine Guard P/N 49184-09A or 49050-09A and 
Bracket P/N 45700054. Does not fit with Mustache 
Engine Guards, Chopped Engine Guards or Knockout 
Wheel Kit P/N 43300494 or 43300496.

B . COLOR-MATCHED CUSTOM STRETCHED 
SIDE COVERS
These Stretched Side Covers are sculpted to smooth the 
visual transition from the side of the bike to the front of 
the saddlebag, and trade the traditional stepped look for 
a rearward flowing design. The one-piece covers are a 
snap-in replacement for the Original Equipment covers, 
and require no bonding or modification for installation.

Fits ’14-later Touring models. Does not fit with Auxiliary 
Power Port P/N 69201099.

Vented Fairing Lower Kit Custom Stetched Side Covers
Solid Color P/N Price P/N Price
Barracuda Silver Denim. 57100257ENR $714 .95 61300671ENR $649 .95

Billiard Burgundy. 57100257ENZ $714 .95 61300671ENZ $649 .95

Billiard Red. 57100257ENX $714 .95 61300671ENX $649 .95

Performance Orange. 57100257EOE $714 .95 61300671EOE $649 .95

River Rock Gray. 57100257ENT $714 .95 61300671ENT $649 .95

River Rock Gray Denim. 57100257ENV $714 .95 61300671ENV $649 .95

Scorched Orange/Silver Flux (CPP). — — 61300923EOY $799 .95

Spruce. 57100257EOG $714 .95 — —

Stiletto Red (CPP). 57100257EOW $724 .95 — —

Stone Washed White Pearl. 57100257EOB $714 .95 61300671EOB $649 .95

Tahitian Teal (CPP). 57100257EOX $724 .95 — —

Zephyr Blue (CPP). 57100257EPB $724 .95 — —

Zephyr Blue/Black Sunglo (CPP). — — 61300923EPA $799 .95

CVO™ Color — — P/N Price
Black Stardust Fade. — — 61300923EMI $799 .95

Sand Dune. — — 61300923ELV $799 .95

Smoky Gray & Black Hole. — — 61300923EML $799 .95

C .  COLOR-MATCHED STRETCHED 
SADDLEBAG BOTTOMS*
Add the long and low “slammed" look to your Touring 
bike without compromising the suspension travel 
and ride height. These Stretched Saddlebag Bottoms 
wrap around the exhaust to add visual length to the 
bike and hide the muffler bracket and hanger from 
view.  Stretched Bottoms are predrilled to accept your 
existing saddlebag lids and latches. Simply attach the 
extended saddlebag bottom to your saddlebag lids 
with the included hardware and install on the bike like 
the original bags.

Fits ’14-later Touring models with Color-Matched 
Hard Saddlebags.

 90201078EOG Spruce . $1,299 .95
 90202005EOW Stiletto Red (CPP) . $1,399 .95
 90202005EOX Tahitian Teal (CPP) . $1,399 .95 

*NOTE: This is a Paint to Order accessory. Please allow for an average of 5 weeks delivery for this item.

C

*NOTE: This is a Paint to Order accessory. Please allow for an average of 5 weeks delivery for this item.
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52   NEW PRODUCTS
A .  BOOM!™ AUDIO SADDLEBAG SPEAKER LIDS 

& FAIRING LOWER SPEAKER HOUSINGS
Custom Color-Matched covers are shaped to accommodate 
Boom!™ Audio Saddlebag Lid and Fairing Lower Speakers. 
Speaker openings are formed to angle the speakers and 
direct the sound forward toward the rider and passenger. 
Installation reuses Original Equipment hinges, locks and 
mounting hardware.

SADDLEBAG LID SPEAKERS 
Fits ’14-later Touring (except Road King®) models 
equipped with Boom!™ Audio Saddlebag Speaker Kit 
P/N 76000319 or 76000489.
FAIRING LOWER SPEAKER BOXES 
Fits ’14-later Touring (except Road King and CVO™) 
models equipped with vented fairing lowers and 
Boom! Audio Fairing Lower Speaker Kit P/N 76000487 
or 76000353. Does not fit models with Twin-Cooled™ 
engines.

Boom! Saddlebag Lid - Left
Fits ’14-later models

Boom! Saddlebag Lid - Right
Fits ’14-later models

Boom! Fairing Lower 
Speaker Box Fits ’14-later 

models
Solid Color P/N Price P/N Price P/N Price
Barracuda Silver Denim. 90200827ENR $309 .95 90200826ENR $309 .95 76000497ENR $284 .95 

Billiard Burgundy. 90200827ENZ  — 90200826ENZ $309 .95 76000497ENZ $284 .95 

Billiard Red. 90200827ENX $309 .95 90200826ENX $309 .95 76000497ENX $284 .95 

Performance Orange. 90200827EOE $309 .95 90200826EOE $309 .95 76000497EOE $284 .95 

River Rock Gray. 90200827ENT $309 .95 90200826ENT $309 .95 76000497ENT $284 .95 

River Rock Gray Denim. 90200827ENV $309 .95 90200826ENV $309 .95 76000497ENV $284 .95 

Silver Pine. 90200827EOR $309 .95 90200826EOR $309 .95 — —

Spruce. 90200827EOG $309 .95 90200826EOG $309 .95 76000497EOG $284 .95 

Stiletto Red (CPP). 90200827EOW $349 .95 90200826EOW $349 .95 76000497EOW $304 .95 

Stone Washed White Pearl. 90200827EOB $309 .95 90200826EOB $309 .95 76000497EOB $284 .95 

Tahitian Teal (CPP). 90200827EOX $349 .95 90200826EOX $349 .95 76000497EOX $304 .95 

Zephyr Blue (CPP). 90200827EPB $349 .95 90200826EPB $349 .95 76000497EPB $304 .95 

CVO™ Primary Color P/N Price P/N Price P/N Price
Moonlight Blue. 90200827EMA $349 .95 90200826EMA $349 .95 — —

Sand Dune. 90200827ELV $349 .95 90200826ELV $349 .95 — —

Smoky Gray. 90200827ELX $349 .95 90200826ELX $349 .95 — —

B .  COLOR-MATCHED INNER FAIRING KITS
Add a custom touch to your motorcycle with a Color-
Matched Inner Fairing and Fairing Cap. Designed to 
replace the Original Equipment matte black inner fairing, 
the color-matched finish offers a brilliant contrast to the 
gauge faces and accessory chrome instrument bezels.

Fits ’14-later Electra Glide®, Street Glide® and Ultra 
Limited models with handlebar mounted mirrors. Kit 
includes inner fairing, fairing cap, and media door. 
Does not fit Tri Glide® models.

 57000387EKR Barracuda Silver . $674 .95
 57000387ENR Barracuda Silver $674 .95 
  Denim .
 57000387ENT River Rock Gray . $674 .95
 57000387EOR Silver Pine . $674 .95
 57000387EOW Stiletto Red (CPP) . $724 .95
 57000387EOX Tahitian Teal (CPP) . $724 .95
 57000387EPB Zephyr Blue (CPP) . $724 .95

Fits ’14-later Street Glide models with fairing 
mounted mirrors. Kit includes inner fairing, fairing 
cap, and media door. Does not fit Tri Glide models.

 57000389ENZ Billiard Burgundy . $674 .95
 57000389EOE Performance Orange . $674 .95
 57000389ENV River Rock Gray $674 .95 
  Denim .
 57000389EOW Stilletto Red (CPP) . $724 .95
 57000389EOB Stone Washed White $674 .95 
  Pearl .
 57000389EOX Tahitian Teal (CPP) . $724 .95
 57000389EPB Zephyr Blue (CPP) . $724 .95

Fits ’14-later Tri Glide models. Kit includes inner 
fairing, fairing cap, and media door.

 57000388ENT River Rock Gray . $674 .95
 57000388EOG Spruce . $674 .95
 57000388EOX Tahitian Teal (CPP) . $724 .95
 57000388EPB Zephyr Blue (CPP) . $724 .95

Fits ’15-later Road Glide models. Kit includes Color-
Matched Instrument Housing. Color-Matched Fairing 
Air Duct sold separately.

 57000482EKR Barracuda Silver . $1,149 .95
 57000482ENR Barracuda Silver  $1,149 .95 
  Denim . 
 57000482ENX Billiard Red . $1,149 .95
 57000482ENT River Rock Gray . $1,149 .95
 57000482ENV River Rock Gray $1,149 .95 
  Denim . 
 57000482EOR Silver Pine . $1,149 .95
 57000482EOG Spruce . $1,149 .95
 57000482EOW Stiletto Red (CPP) . $1,249 .95
 57000482EOX Tahitian Teal (CPP) . $1,249 .95
 57000482EPB Zephyr Blue (CPP) . $1,249 .95

*NOTE: These products are a Paint to Order 
accessory. Please allow for an average of 5 weeks 
delivery for these items.

B
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54   NEW PRODUCTS
A .  COLOR-MATCHED ROAD GLIDE®  

AIR DUCT*
Add a custom touch to your Road Glide® model with a 
Color-Matched Fairing Air Duct. Designed to complement 
the Color-Matched Road Glide Inner Fairing, the Fairing 
Air Duct is available in a variety of colors to accent your 
styling direction.

Fits ’15-later Road Glide models. Color-Matched 
Inner Fairing sold separately. Kit includes air duct 
baffle and activator assembly.

 29200102EKR Barracuda Silver . $349 .95
 29200102ENR Barracuda Silver $349 .95 
  Denim . 
 29200102ENX Billiard Red . $349 .95
 29200102ENT River Rock Gray . $349 .95
 29200102ENV River Rock Gray  $349 .95 
  Denim .  
 29200102EOR Silver Pine . $349 .95
 29200102EOG Spruce . $349 .95
 29200102EOW Stiletto Red (CPP) . $379 .95
 29200102EOX Tahitian Teal (CPP) . $379 .95
 29200102EPB Zephyr Blue (CPP) . $379 .95

21.6"25.9"

10.7"

22.0"25.9"

13.7"

B . KING TOUR-PAK® LUGGAGE – ’14-LATER MODELS
The King Tour-Pak® is designed to provide the maximum storage 
space, with a cavernous 5,800ci of space that can accommodate 
two full-face helmets and other small riding essentials. Passenger 
backrest pads are available (sold separately) and complement 
Original Equipment or Accessory Seats.

 Fits ’14-later Road King®, Road Glide®, Street Glide®, Electra 
Glide® Standard, and select CVO™ models. Does not fit FLRT 
models. Separate purchase of H-D® Detachables™ Two-Up or 
Solo Tour-Pak® Mounting Rack and applicable Docking 
Hardware is required. Separate purchase of Tour-Pak Lock Kit 
P/N 90300030 is required.

C . CHOPPED TOUR-PAK LUGGAGE –  
’14-LATER MODELS
This Chopped Tour-Pak® Luggage is 3" lower than the OE Tour-
Pak and provides a low-profile and adds a long, lean look to 
your motorcycle's profile without sacrificing storage space. 
It is large enough to hold two half helmets and other small 
riding essentials. Luggage Capacity: 4,500ci.

 Fits ’14-later Road King®, Road Glide®, Street Glide®, Electra 
Glide® Standard, and select CVO™ models. Does not fit FLRT 
models. Separate purchase of H-D® Detachables™ Two-Up 
or Solo Tour-Pak® Mounting Rack and applicable Docking 
Hardware is required. Separate purchase of Tour-Pak Lock 
Kit P/N 90300030 is required.

Solid Color
King Tour-Pak® Luggage Chopped Tour-Pak Luggage
P/N Price P/N Price

Baracuda Silver (Black Hardware). 53000775EKR $899 .95 53000776EKR $899 .95

Barracuda Silver Denim (Black Hardware). 53000775ENR $899 .95 53000776ENR $899 .95

Billiard Burgundy (Black Hardware). 53000775ENZ $899 .95 53000776ENZ $899 .95

Billard Red (Black Hardware). 53000775ENX $899 .95 53000776ENX $899 .95

Billiard Red (Chrome Hardware) 53000399ENX $899 .95 53000402ENX $899 .95

Performance Orange (Black Hardware). 53000775EOE $899 .95 53000776EOE $899 .95

River Rock Gray (Black Hardware). 53000775ENT $899 .95 53000776ENT $899 .95

River Rock Gray Denim (Black Hardware). 53000775ENV $899 .95 53000776ENV $899 .95

River Rock Gray Denim (Chrome Hardware). 53000399ENV $899 .95 53000402ENV $899 .95

Spruce (Chrome Hardware). 53000399EOG $899 .95 53000402EOG $899 .95

Stiletto Red (CPP) (Chrome Hardware). 53000779EOW $949 .95 53000780EOW $949 .95

Stone Washed White Pearl (Black Hardware). 53000775EOB $899 .95 53000776EOB $899 .95

Stone Washed White Pearl (Chrome Hardware). 53000399EOB $899 .95 53000402EOB $899 .95

Tahitian Teal (CPP) (Chrome Hardware). 53000779EOX $949 .95 53000780EOX $949 .95

Vivid Black (Black Hardware). 53000775DH $849 .95 53000776DH $849 .95

Two Tone Solid Color/Panel P/N Price P/N Price  

Scorched Orange/Silver Flux (CPP)  
(Black Hardware).

53000777EOY $999 .95 53000778EOY $999 .95

Silver Pine/Spruce (Chrome Hardware). 53000377EOO $949 .95 53000375EOO $949 .95

Zephyr Blue/Black Sunglo (CPP) (Black Hardware). 53000777EPA $999 .95 53000778EPA $999 .95

A

*NOTE: These products are a Paint to Order accessory. Please allow for an average of 5 weeks delivery for these items.
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’20 CVO BLACK STARDUST 
KING TOUR-PAK

’20 CVO BLACK STARDUST 
CHOPPED TOUR-PAK

’20 CVO SMOKY GRAY & BLACK HOLE 
KING TOUR-PAK

’20 CVO SMOKY GRAY & BLACK HOLE 
CHOPPED TOUR-PAK

’20 CVO SAND DUNE 
KING TOUR-PAK

’20 CVO SAND DUNE 
CHOPPED TOUR-PAK

CVO™ Primary Color
King Tour-Pak® Luggage Chopped Tour-Pak Luggage
P/N Price P/N Price

Black Stardust. 53000833ELZ $1,549 .95 53000830ELZ $1,549 .95

Sand Dune. 53000833ELV $1,549 .95 53000830ELV $1,549 .95

Smoky Gray & Black Hole. 53000836EML $1,599 .95 53000835EML $1,599 .95

 CVO™ KING & CHOPPED TOUR-PAK® LUGGAGE

A . KING TOUR-PAK® LUGGAGE
 AVAILABLE TO FIT:

 Fits ’14-later Road King®, Road Glide®, Street Glide®, 
Electra Glide® Standard, and select CVO™ models. 
Separate purchase of HD® Detachables™ Two-Up or Solo 
Tour-Pak® Mounting Rack and applicable Docking 
Hardware is required. Separate purchase of Tour-Pak 
Lock Kit P/N 90300030 is required.

B . CHOPPED TOUR-PAK LUGGAGE
 AVAILABLE TO FIT:

 Fits ’14-later Road King, Road Glide, Street Glide, Electra 
Glide Standard, and select CVO models. Does not fit FLRT 
models. Separate purchase of HD Detachables Two-Up or 
Solo Tour-Pak Mounting Rack and applicable Docking 
Hardware is required. Separate purchase of Tour-Pak 
Lock Kit P/N 90300030 is required.

C .  COLOR-MATCHED CAFÉ CUSTOM TAIL 
SECTION
Create your own link to the Sportster®-based racing and 
performance bikes of the ’60s and ’70s. This fast-back 
solo seat and tail section pays homage the look and feel 
of the iconic 1977-78 Harley-Davidson® XLCR Café Racer 
model, and reimagines the style for the modern era. The 
Tail Section is a true bolt-on design that wraps the fender 
struts, so unlike other café bike kits, there is no cutting, 
welding or frame modifications required. Installation 
is reversible – you can return easily your bike to the 
stock look.  The included Café-style seat provides the 
perfect lay-down aggressive riding posture for splitting 
lanes or carving corners.  The seat’s upturned tail and 
longer nose positions the solo rider closer to the tank 
for better weight balance, quicker steering and added 
front-end feedback. This Tail Section and Seat are ideal 
for use with Clip-On or Sportster Clubman Handlebars 
and mid- or rear-set foot controls (sold separately). The 
complete kit features a sweeping composite tail section 
with a steel inner support, a deep solo bucket seat with 
backstop pad, and all necessary installation hardware.

 
Fits ’10-later XL883N, XL1200CX, XL1200N, 
XL1200NS, XL1200V, XL1200X and XL1200XS 
models. Separate purchase of License Plate Bracket 
Kit P/N 67900360 for Canada models or  
P/N 67900359 for HDI models is required. 

 59500560EOE Performance Orange . $749 .95
 59500560EOB Stone Washed  $749 .95 
  White Pearl .

C

C
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A .  MOTORCYCLE TIRE PRESSURE 
MONITORING SYSTEM
Proper tire pressure is critical to the operation of 
your motorcycle. The Harley-Davidson® Tire Pressure 
Monitoring System (TPMS) takes the hassle out of 
monitoring your vehicle’s front and rear tire pressure 
manually. The TPMS alerts the rider to low tire pressure 
as soon as the vehicle is started. While riding, receive 
low-pressure alerts via your H-D® Speedo/Tach or via 
the H-D™ Connect mobile app.

 42300124  $199 .95 
Fits ’20-later Touring models (except Japan) 
equipped with Original Equipment or Accessory 
wheels that accept a TPMS sensor.

B .  MICHELIN® SCORCHER TIRE SERIES
The Scorcher is the first Michelin® - Harley-Davidson® 
co-branded tire, with a bold Harley-Davidson script on 
the sidewall. Featuring an innovative rubber compound 
that provides remarkable grip on both wet and dry roads 
along with an exceptional combination of durability, 
comfort and handling, these Scorcher tires are OE 
replacement tires.

Fits ’20-later LiveWire™ models.

 43100041 Front - $224 .95  
  120/70R17, BW .
 43200041 Rear –   $319 .95  
  180/55R17, BW .

GARAGE A

B B
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A .  DUNLOP® TIRES SERIES

Since 1984, Dunlop® Tires has provided Original 
Equipment and service replacement tires for  
Harley-Davidson® motorcycles.  Dunlop is recognized as 
the world leader in motorcycle tire design, engineering 
and manufacturing excellence. These blackwall tires 
feature an advanced tread pattern to deliver long 
tire life and outstanding grip in wet or dry weather. 
The bias and bias-belted construction incorporates a 
computer-optimized tread profile to reduce cupping 
and provide even wear. 

 43100045  19" Front . $257 .95
Fits ’11-later FLHXSE, ’12-’13 and ’18-later FLTRXSE 
plus ’13-’14 FLHRSE models. Fits ’17-later FLHRXS. 
Fits ’14-later FLHX and FLHXS models. Fits ’15-later 
FLTRX, FLTRXS and FLRT models.  Also fits ’09-later 
Touring models equipped with 19" Accessory 
Wheels. 

 43200045 18" Rear . $314 .95
Fits ’20-later Touring (except FLHT),  ’09 FLTRSE, 
’17-later FLHRXS, ’18-later FLHXS, ’18-later FLTRXS, 
’10-later FLHXSE, ’11 FLTRUSE, ’12-’13 and ’18-later 
FLTRXSE, ’13-’14 FLHRSE.

 43200046 18" Rear . $234 .95
Fits ’20-later FLHTCUTGSE.

A A

A

SCREAMIN’ EAGLE®
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A . SCREAMIN’ EAGLE® MILWAUKEE — EIGHT® 

EXTREME FLOW INTAKE MANIFOLD 
—64MM
Optimize performance from your Stage IV equipped 
Milwaukee - Eight® powertrain by bolting on this Extreme-
Flow 64mm Intake Manifold. The cast aluminum body 
and ported intake runners provide smooth, undisturbed 
air intake you need for maximum power output. Updated 
calibrations make installation and tuning easy, delivering 
a 2% - 4% horsepower increase you’ll notice every time 
you twist the throttle.

 27300185  $229 .95
Fits ’18-later Softail®, and ’17-later Touring models 
equipped with  Screamin’ Eagle® Milwaukee-Eight 
Stage IV kits.  All models require ECM calibration 
with Screamin’ Eagle Pro Street Tuner for proper 
installation.  50-state U.S. EPA compliant*.  

*Pending regulatory approval for use in California.
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Harley-Davidson has the engineering expertise, sophisticated dyno lab, and complete testing facilities 
to provide enthusiasts with a line of performance products designed to produce reliable horsepower in 
their V-twin engines and overall improved performance in real world riding. Engine related performance 
parts are intended FOR THE EXPERIENCED RIDER ONLY.

ATTENTION
Harley-Davidson® motorcycles modified with some Screamin’ Eagle® high-performance engine parts 
must not be used on public roads and in some cases may be restricted to closed-course competition.

WARRANTY
Installation of Screamin’ Eagle products, and similar products from other manufacturers, except some 
street compliant offerings installed by authorized Harley™ dealers, may affect your H-D™ limited 
vehicle warranty. See your dealer for more information.

Throughout this catalog you will find symbols relating to the specific application of a performance 
product. Definitions for these symbols are outlined below:

CROSSED FLAGS: These products may be intended for race use only applications. They may also be certified for 
use in a 50- tate U.S. EPA compliant application or kit. Use of any incomplete combination of certified kit products 
may not be legal for sale or use on U.S. market pollution controlled vehicles and may be restricted to closed course 
competition use. See Genuine Motor Parts & Accessories or Screamin  Eagle Accessories catalog for compliance, 
fitment and warranty information. Screamin  Eagle Performance products are intended for the experienced rider only.

STOP HAND: Harley-Davidson Motorcycles modified with some Screamin  Eagle Performance products must not 
be used on public roads and, in some cases, may be restricted to closed-course competition. These performance 
parts are 49- tate U.S. EPA compliant but are NOT compliant for sale or use in California on pollution-controlled 
motor vehicles. California guidelines on tampering can also lead to substantial fines and penalties. Screamin  Eagle 
Performance products are intended for the experienced rider only.

GO LIGHT: These Screamin  Eagle products are 50- tate U.S. EPA compliant for sale and use on all applicable 
vehicles, including those that are pollution controlled. See Genuine Motor Parts and Accessories or Screamin  
Eagle Accessories catalog for fitment information. Screamin  Eagle Performance products are intended for the 
experienced rider only.

CALIFORNIA ONLY: These Screamin’ Eagle products are street compliant for sale and use on pollution controlled 
vehicles in the state of California.

IMPORTANT--PLEASE READ: We have tried to make this catalog comprehensive and factual. All product descriptions (including depictions, specifications, dimensions, measurements, 
ratings and competitive comparisons) are based on available information at the time of publication. Although such descriptions are believed correct, errors and changes can occur 
and complete accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Harley-Davidson may make changes at any time to prices and specifications, and may change or discontinue any of the items 
depicted 
in this catalog, without notice and without incurring any obligation. ATTENTION: Vehicles in the configurations shown and the accessories described in this catalog may not be available 
for sale or use in some locations. Please check with your dealer for complete product details and the latest information.

Notice: The prices appearing in this catalog are the manufacturer's suggested retail prices. Excludes taxes and shipping. Actual prices may vary.

TRADEMARKS: All For Freedom Freedom For All, Aluminator, Badlander, Bar & Shield logo, Blackline, Boom!, Brawler, Breakout, CoolFlow, Cross Bones, Cruise Drive, Custom Coverage, 
Custom Vehicle Operations, CVO, Dark Custom, Daymaker, Destroyer, Detonator, Deuce, Diamond Back, Diamondback, Digital Technician, Disc Glide, Dominion, Dyna, Eagle Iron, Electra 
Glide, Electra Glo, Evolution, Fat Bob, Fat Boy, Forty-Eight, Freewheeler, Get-A-Grip, Hard Candy Custom, Harley, Harley-Davidson, Harley-Davidson Street, Harley Owners Group, HD, 
HDMC, H-D, H-D1, Heritage Softail, Heritage Springer, H.O.G., HOG, Hog Ties, HoldFast, Hugger, Iron883, Kahuna, Low Rider, Night Rod, Night Train, Nightster, Profile, Reach, Reflex, 
Revolution, Revolution X, Road Glide, Road King, Roadster, Road Tech, Road Zeppelin, Rocker, Screamin’ Eagle, Seventy-Two, Signature Series, Softail, Softail Slim, Spectra Glo, Sport 
Glide, Sportster, Springer, Street, Street Bob, Street Glide, Street Rod, Street Stalker, Sturgis, Sundowner, Sun Ray, Sunwash, Super Glide, SuperLow, SuperLow 1200T, Switchback, 
SYN3, Tallboy, ThunderStar, Tomahawk, Tour Glide, Tour-Pak, Tri-Glide, T-Sport, Twin Cam 88, Twin Cam 88B, Twin Cam 96, Twin Cam 96B, Twin Cam 103, Twin Cam 103B, Twin Cam 
110, Twin Cam 110B, Twin-Cooled, Ultra Classic, V-Rod, V-Rod Muscle, VRSC, Wide Glide, Willie G, XR1200, XR1200X and the Harley-Davidson Genuine Motor Parts and Genuine Motor 
Accessories Logo are among the trademarks of H-D U.S.A., LLC. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 

The sale or use of these parts or accessories does not grant the purchaser a license or other right under any Harley-Davidson patent.

©2018 H-D or its affiliates. HARLEY-DAVIDSON, HARLEY, H-D, and the Bar & Shield Logo are among the trademarks of the H-D U.S.A., LLC. 
Third-party trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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IMPORTANT--PLEASE READ: We have tried to make this catalog comprehensive and factual. All product descriptions (including depictions, specifications, 
dimensions, measurements, ratings and competitive comparisons) are based on available information at the time of publication. Although such descriptions 
are believed correct, errors and changes can occur and complete accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Harley-Davidson may make changes at any time to prices 
and specifications, and may change or discontinue any of the items depicted in this catalog, without notice and without incurring any obligation. ATTENTION: 
Vehicles in the configurations shown and the accessories described in this catalog may not be available for sale or use in some locations. Please check with 
your dealer for complete product details and the latest information.

Selection varies by dealership. Prices listed are generally the Manufacturer’s Suggested Retail Price (MSRP), excluding taxes and shipping, and are subject 
to change without notice. Prices at local dealerships may vary. All online orders will be fulfilled and shipped by Harley-Davidson Motor Company as the agent 
for the Selling Dealer. All taxes are extra. Harley-Davidson reserves the right without prior notice to discontinue at any time any of the items herein or change 
specifications or designs without incurring any obligation to the customer. All items are subject to availability and prior sale by our dealers.

TRADEMARKS: All For Freedom Freedom For All, Aluminator, Badlander, Bar & Shield logo, Blackline, Boom!, Brawler, Breakout, CoolFlow, Cross Bones, Cruise 
Drive, Custom Coverage, Custom Vehicle Operations, CVO, Dark Custom, Daymaker, Destroyer, Detonator, Deuce, Diamond Back, Diamondback, Digital Technician, 
Disc Glide, Dominion, Dyna, Eagle Iron, Electra Glide, Electra Glo, Evolution, Fat Bob, Fat Boy, Forty-Eight, Freewheeler, Get-A-Grip, Hard Candy Custom, Harley, 
Harley-Davidson, Harley-Davidson Street, Harley Owners Group, HD, HDMC, H-D, H-D1, Heritage Softail, Heritage Springer, H.O.G., HOG, Hog Ties, HoldFast, 
Hugger, Iron883, Kahuna, Low Rider, Night Rod, Night Train, Nightster, Profile, Reach, Reflex, Revolution, Revolution X, Road Glide, Road King, Roadster, Road 
Tech, Road Zeppelin, Rocker, Screamin’ Eagle, Seventy-Two, Signature Series, Softail, Softail Slim, Spectra Glo, Sport Glide, Sportster, Springer, Street, Street 
Bob, Street Glide, Street Rod, Street Stalker, Sturgis, Sundowner, Sun Ray, Sunwash, Super Glide, SuperLow, SuperLow 1200T, Switchback, SYN3, Tallboy, 
ThunderStar, Tomahawk, Tour Glide, Tour-Pak, Tri-Glide, T-Sport, Twin Cam 88, Twin Cam 88B, Twin Cam 96, Twin Cam 96B, Twin Cam 103, Twin Cam 103B, Twin 
Cam 110, Twin Cam 110B, Twin-Cooled, Ultra Classic, V-Rod, V-Rod Muscle, VRSC, Wide Glide, Willie G, XR1200, XR1200X and the Harley-Davidson Genuine Motor 
Parts and Genuine Motor Accessories Logo are among the trademarks of H-D U.S.A., LLC. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 

The sale or use of these parts or accessories does not grant the purchaser a license or other right under any Harley-Davidson patent.
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